a.

Photos: Home elevation photos are key components in preparing for the potential roof install. From
incline of the front yard, landscaping, driveway access, HVAC hardware, pool hardware, back patio
covers/pergolas, to even the distance of your fence to the house; it is extremely important for us to
know what type and amount of protective materials we would need to install a new roof on your home.
●
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b.

Damage Inspection: All components of the elevation of the home are inspected for damage and/or
collateral damage that would prove a hail or wind storm was present at the property.
●
●
●
●
●

a.

Gutter Downspouts
Window Panes and Sills
Garage Doors
A/C Unit
Fences & Gates

Photos: All rooftop photos are critical
in the inspection process. We make
sure to document all findings (damaged
or not) from every possible angle.
●
●
●

b.

Front of property (with house number)
Both sides of the property
Back of the property

All slopes, ridges, valleys, & hips
Any hail or wind damaged locations
All hardware (chimney, flashing, roof vents, plumbing jacks, flue pipes, etc.)

Damage Inspection: All components of the rooftop of the home are inspected for damage and/or
collateral damage that would prove a hail or wind storm was present at the property.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hail damage to hardware
Hail damage to shingles
Wind-blown shingles
Flashing damage
Exposed nail-heads
Potential leak spots

Filing an Insurance Claim
The step-by-step process and how BesTex works hand-in-hand with you!

At BesTex, we understand that the insurance claim
process is new to most homeowners and can be confusing
at times. This is why our representatives are trained in
walking homeowners through every step, going over all of
the paperwork, and being your “concierge” from ﬁling to
closing. Below is an outline of the steps of the claims
process and what you can expect from your insurance
company as the policy holder.

Timeline of events:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Claim ﬁled/opened
Claim number assigned
Field adjuster assigned
Adjuster meeting/inspection set (BesTex representative attends)
Assessment of damages & estimate created
Estimate approved by insurance
Estimate sent to homeowner along with initial *ACV payment
Contract agreement signed by homeowner
Project/repairs scheduled & completed
Proof of completion sent to insurance
Remaining funds (**depreciation) released by insurance
Claim closed

*ACV - The actual cash value, as it stands, of the items needed to be repaired.
**Depreciation - The difference between the total cost of the repairs and the ACV.

Definitions & FAQs
Deductible: This is your out-of-pocket expense for your claim, also known as co-pay. Deductibles range
anywhere from 1% - 5% of your property value at the time your insurance coverage began. As of September
2019, it is illegal for a deductible payment to not be collected by your contractor (HB 2102; Texas Legislature).

Actual Cash Value (ACV): The estimated current value of the damaged items to be replaced. This is
the amount of money that your insurance company will send to you initially to begin the repair/replacement
process. This amount, along with your deductible payment, helps your contractor pay for materials and labor in
preparation for the project.

Replacement Cost Value (RCV): The estimated cost to replace the damaged items.
Depreciation: Depreciation is the difference between the RCV and the ACV (or the value of the new vs. the
old). Depreciation is held by your insurance company until the project is complete and the correct
documentation is submitted to them from your contractor. This is typically the final payment needed to finalize
your invoice with your contractor.

Mortgage Endorsement: If your home is currently under a mortgage contract, most of the time the
mortgage company will have to endorse the checks rendered to you from your insurance before payment can
be released. Knowing this information is vital to help prevent any delays in the project. It can sometimes take
up to 2-4 weeks for the check to return to you after being endorsed.

Will my premiums increase if I file a claim? Not necessarily. Depending on your situation, your premiums might not increase at
all! What generally results in premium increases is when a number of claims are filed around you. For example, Insurance will raise their
rates for zip codes where a large hail storm is hit because they now had to pay out a large amount of claims. They will then raise their rates
to make up for their expenses paid the year before.

When do I make my first payment(s)? By normal timelines, most initial payments are collected a week in advance of the
scheduled project. This allows time for materials to be ordered and delivered without delays. Typically, initial payments are separated into
two checks (1. Your deductible & 2. The ACV payment from your insurance)

Am I responsible for collecting the depreciation from my insurance? In normal circumstances, no. Your contractor
should be in contact with your insurance throughout the process, updating them on expected completion date(s) and submitting their final
invoice to them. Most of the time, a signed certificate of completion is required as well so that depreciation can be released.

Can I make money off of my insurance claim? No. In fact, it is considered insurance fraud to not use the money provided by
your insurance for the repairs & replacements of the damage items. It is in your best interest to work with a contractor that is going to do the
work listed for the amount that the insurance is willing to pay. All damaged items are documented, photographed, and logged for any future
claims filed. If there was to be another weather-related claim that needed to be filed, and the previous work was not done, those items will
be denied of being repaired/replaced for the next claim.

New Roof
Install

Tear off the old roof
If you’re putting a new roof on an existing structure, it’s
impossible to properly install the new system without
removing the old completely. Once removed, decking is
checked for any signs of rotting and replaced as needed.

Install the drip edge
This prevents shingles from curling and keeps water from
running down your fascia boards. This must be fastened to
the eaves before the underlayment is installed, and must be
nailed every couple feet to keep it secure.

★ On-site Project
Manager
★ Landscape/Personal
Property Protection
★ All attic vents/pipes
inspected upon
completion
★ End-of-project
walk-through with
Homeowner

Roll out Ice & Water Barrier
Ice & Water Barrier is important because it can prevent ice
dams and strong winds from allowing water into the house.
This will go in all valleys and sometimes around hardware,
chimneys, chimney crickets, etc. This material self-sticks,
so the backing is peeled off and the underlayment is
applied as flat and straight as possible to the deck.
Depending on the temperature (warmer is better) it might
stick on its own or require a few nails to keep it in place.

Roll out synthetic underlayment
This helps remove the water that gets under the shingles
and increases the roof’s fire rating. This is rolled out in short
sections and plastic cap nails are used to secure it to the
deck. Each length needs to overlap the one before to
provide adequate coverage, starting from the bottom of the
slope and working towards the ridge.

Apply starter shingles
This is a critical first step in shingle coverage. Shingles are
meant to overlap each other, but starter shingles are
specifically designed to be the first row of flat, and they are
only ½ as wide as regular shingles. This creates a barrier
that keeps water from running in between the seams of the
first shingles and creating a leak.

Install the shingles
Shingles are applied in an overlapping pattern and secured
with a nail gun.

Install the flashing
Like waterproofing the valleys, this is an extra step that
needs to be completed to get a tight seal around chimneys,
windows, and any structures that touch the roof.

Cap the ridge
These are the top shingles at the very peak of your roof,
along the ridge. Often, we use special shingles specifically
designed for this purpose, or by cutting 3-tab shingles.

Seal it up and paint
Sweep any debris off the roof and seal all the exposed
nails. Caulk over any exposed nail heads on the ridge, on
hardware, or any additional spots that are needed. Paint the
hardware to match the shingles.

Shingle Classes & Roof Components
Manufacturer Warranties
25yr Shingle: 3-tab shingle
30yr Shingle: 5-tab shingle
35yr+ shingle: 5-tab Duration, Weatherguard, etc.

Shingle Classes
Shingles are assigned a class based on their wind & hail durability rating. To
evaluate the durability, a steel ball of various diameters is dropped from 20ft,
ranging from a 1.25” steel ball for Class 1 to a 2” ball for Class 4.
●
●
●
●

Class 1 - Standard 3-tab shingle
Class 2 - Standard 5-tab shingle (Majority of homes have Class 2)
Class 3 - Owens Corning Duration Series or the like
Class 4 - Owens Corning Weatherguard or the like
Beneﬁts of Upgrading to a Class 4 Shingle
❖ Eliminate the need for, or reduce the frequency of, roof repairs
❖ Extend the lifespan of your roof
❖ Save you money on homeowner’s insurance and premiums
❖ Prevent your insurance premiums and deductibles from increasing
at renewal time

Roof Hardware
●
●
●

●
●

Box Vent - A box shaped vent meant to ventilate your attic
Turtle Vent - Looks similar to a turtle shell. Circular vent meant to
ventilate your attic
Ridge Vents - a 3in cut is made along eligible ridges, which opens up the
highest points of the attic. Ridge vents are placed over those openings
and nailed into the decking. Ridge shingles are then placed over the ridge
vent to protect them.
Exhaust Vents - vents placed over different pipes such as dryer vent,
restroom vents, etc.
Pipe jacks - pipe jacks are placed around pipes protruding from the roof,
such as sewer vent, furnace or water heater vents, etc. They have a
galvanized metal base and a rubber opening to properly seal around the
pipe.

